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LETTING RESEARCH COME NATURALLY 

Hassler Whitney 

(received 21 September 1984, revised 23 August 1985)

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to show that creative mathematical work 

is not just the privilege of a few geniuses; it can be a natural activity 

of any of us with sufficient desire and freedom. Our preschool explora

tion of our surroundings is later hampered by the growing pressures and 

loss of freedom, not by loss of ability.

Some general principles of mathematical research are given, and 

relevance to the teaching problem is considered briefly. The main body 

of the paper (condensed in this version) gives examples of rediscovery 

of mathematical methods, some of which have played an important role in 

the development of m o d e m  mathematics. These examples are designed to 

help the reader rediscover, rather than just learn, further mathematical

methods, and thus move towards new discoveries, when he/she has the free-
t

dom and desire.

2. General Principles

Dropping and regaining natural exploration. A budding mathematician, 

on seeing a beautiful mathematical work, may cry out, "How did he ever 

think of that?" A graduate student in psychology, on realizing that 

he/she must take a course in statistics, may panic, saying, "I never could 

do math!" In both cases the implication is, "I don't have the ability," 

which is not true. In the first case, the student has had insufficient 

chance to see that the most successful learning of math consists of 

exploration, doing your own thinking. And the second student was lost in 

the confusion of fancy math language in elementary school, and never had 

a chance to see what real mathematical thinking was.

Math. Chronicle 14(1985), 1-19.
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When you see a young child sensing parents' expressions, learning 

how certain vocal sounds have meanings attached, unravelling the complex 

and subtle grammatical structures, and using this, always being his own 

teacher, you will realize that the mathematics we try to teach is indeed 

very simple in comparison. Letting the student revive her natural powers 

is far more effective than trying to explain carefully what certain con

cepts are about.

A human as an explorer. In school some children who have a knack 

for seeing what they are supposed to do are labelled "gifted". The mass 

of children who labor under confusing instructions and a stifling atmos

phere are labelled "slow learners"; they "have a low attention span". On 

leaving school they have more freedom of choice, and if they are not too 

badly hurt, they use their natural thinking powers in many directions (as 

they did in some directions earlier when not in school).

Much of one's life is lived under pressure. At such times, safety 

comes first; one cannot let one's mind stray into the unknown. What is 

most helpful here is seeing that part of the time one can release the 

pressure (in particular, not hold down those hidden feelings). In result

ing times of calm, one can take a broader outlook on life, make decisions, 

and explore possibilities.

For full exploration and resulting creative work, the basic attitude 

"I am me and that is good" is essential. From this can follow "this is 

intriguing; I have the freedom to explore". Now real involvement with 

the subject can come.

Learning math in college and beyond. What does "learning math" 

mean? It is of course useless unless you can use it. Naturally the best 

learning is through use; and it has been known throughout that true 

learning only takes place when you are doing your own thinking. (Think 

of the preschool child for the importance of this.)

If the student can feel the real freedom to think on his own at 

times, he can gradually tie this in with thoughts presented by others.

At other times he can work under pressure, but with some of his natural
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thinking joining in. ("He" means "she" also; there is no difference 

between the sexes here.) There is need for both students and teachers 

to understand this, and for all to cooperate towards this end. Group 

discussions about attitudes, and group explorations around mathematical 

ideas, both help in reviving natural methods of exploring and using it 

in a variety of ways.

For the teacher, real two-way communication is the surest way to 

help the students relate their natural thinking to your teaching. A 

beautiful exposition is a pleasure; it may not directly help the students' 

thinking (see the end of Example 2).

Principles of research. What I give here is rather for a checklist 

than for teaching. The real learning is through exploration and looking 

at your and others' explorations.

Research is, basically, exploring a situation. The situation itself 

may be vague, changeable, largely unknown at first. As when you enter a 

new land, "explore" means move around, try out, look close and look afar; 

in general, get familiar with the surroundings. For the child, examine 

a leaf and twig; for the mathematician, try some special cases in detail. 

In general, play with what you see there; you are building up both 

detailed knowledge and an inner sense of how mathematical ideas work.

These "insights" will come from this inner sense in large part.

As your sense of belonging in the new land increases, you will start 

organizing. Find ways of picturing parts of the land as a unit, in a 

particular order, or in some pictorial or skeleton-pictorial way. Then 

go over little details again, seeing how they fit into the organization.

In exploring, everything counts; there is no "useful" and "useless". 

Devise ways of putting down little findings. Though they may be forgotten 

temporarily, they may reappear in new ways, and give hints towards further 

organization and insights.

At times, when you feel freedom, look both at the general picture 

and forgotton details. The inner sense you are building up will often 

help shift to new points of view, or even a total shift in focus. You
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will also at such times consider your whole approach, to the particular 

topic, perhaps to your study of math, possibly to how you are leading 

your life. All these are essential to your general future, in mathematics 

or out.

From general principles and experiences more detailed methods follow. 

In more routine, "problem solving" periods, use works like G. Polya,

"How To Solve It," [10], as a further checklist.

Finally, seeing how Newton came to the law of universal gravitation 

is very instructive; see I.B. Cohen, [4].

3. Examples of discovery

We give (in condensed form) a number of examples of how simple 

exploration can lead to the discovery of important mathematics. Little 

use is made of any advanced mathematics, though in most cases a full 

development of the discoveries would make such use.

1. Length of a slant line. We take a quite elementary point of 

view here.

A string is stretched from a point on the floor to a point on the 

wall. How long is the string?

First of all, contrast the reaction of an adult to that of a child. 

The adult is apt to think, "It will be longer if I go higher. I guess I 

don't know the formula". The child will more likely take a string, put a 

book on it on the floor, and pull the string along the wall. This I call 

"playing with the problem". So let us continue with the child as he/she 

gains experience.
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If Q is near the floor, the length stays the same (or almost).

If we go pretty high, we need as much more string as the increase in 

height (or almost). Next we might measure some lengths and heights and 

look for ways of showing the results.

With sufficient involvement, we see that one way to play is to com

pare the increase in length with the increase in height. To see it 

better, we make a picture, at first rough, then more carefully. (We have 

no idea what this might lead to.)

After several such pictures, with different heights, we note a rela

tionship: the triangle showing the change has the same shape as the 

triangle of the string-floor-wall. Playing with these, we write

Some time later, in looking just at s , we want to get the s and 

As closer; we see that we can write

What is a length times a length? Oh yes, an area! Make the area! 

This gives another picture.

This looks like an increase in area. What area? There is no clear 

answer.

That As sticks up from s , instead of extending s! Make it extend

s also! (Play!) And why not put an s in for the As sticking up!

I leave this for you to go on with.

As _ h_ 
& K  ~ s '

sAs = hCJi .

As

r r / z  z z z  r tf'

s
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2. Idempotent commutative semigroups. I recount a personal 

experience here. In 1967 I found that such a semigroup (x + x = x for 

all x) could be represented by a set of sets with the operation of 

union. A few years later I had difficulty rediscovering the sets used; 

but I did, and wrote a short paper (unpublished).

Recently I decided to use this as a test case: Could I come natural

ly to the proof? I would, as far as possible, not use any prior knowledge.

First, inclusion in sets clearly plays a role. A c B in sets 

corresponds to a + b = b in the semigroup. Testing, we find that 

inclusion is transitive, as it must be.

How can we make up sets A, B, ...? A subtle problem is that it 

does not matter what the sets are. We must at least have enough different 

sets, so that on setting cp(x) - X  (x €£), cp will be one-one.

I "played" with the set A ; I pictured it as a bag, on which I put 

the label "a". If a + b = a, B c A, I saw "b" there also. Thus there 

were a lot of labels on the bag.

This was interesting; did it characterize A1 Why not let A be 

this set of labels? The properties of inclusion hold, and cp is one-one. 

But alas, if a + b = a and a is an element of C, I saw no way of 

showing that a € A or a € S.

Then one morning I woke early, and felt the freedom for my mind to 

roam over the ideas. I pictured that element a in C; I saw it as a 

bag (again!). There was a label a on the bag; there had to be one of 

the labels a, b on it also. Here was a requirement on the set of 

labels! Why not let a be this set, and let C be the set of all such 

sets (with "c").

Thus we use, as elements, all subsets a of G such that

x € a implies x + y € a, 

x + y € a implies x € a or y € a .

Any such a is an element of Z if and only if 3 € a. From here the
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proof was fairly routine.

Why had I not thought of this before? It is the sets X that count; 

there is no sense wasting time looking at individual elements of the sets! 

So pressure on me not to waste time caused a considerable "waste" of time. 

(The lesson to me was worth the time.)

A proof could be written up nicely: "We consider a certain subset G Q 

of the set G of all subsets of G A nice exposition, not helpful

towards your own natural thinking.

3. What is a tensor? "A set of numbers which, when you transform 

coordinates, transform by This left me quite unhappy: I could not 

visualize it in any way. So I played around with the idea of bivectors

in a vector space V (the most elementary part). For vectors u and v, 

uv is a bivector. But then so are u'v', uv + u'v', and auv (a real). 

Are we not forming a vector space? Since algebraic properties such as

(u +u ')u = uv + u'v

must hold, there is a subspace of relations. The difference space is the 

required space of bivectors. The rest is routine. Moreover, this works 

in any abelian group (not using multiplication by reals) (Whitney, [14]).

On the higher level, this is quite elementary exploration. Why had 

it not been done before? I think it was principally because of the 

tendency to be stuck in habits of thought; not wasting time on free 

exploration of simple ideas.

4. Extending differentiable functions. I was struggling with the 

following question in the early Thirties. If f  = f Q and its "partial 

derivatives" /  = /  (A ♦... +A S m) are continuous in the
A A ̂ • A^ 1 71

closed set A c j?”, the remainder in Taylor's formula being small, can 

the f  and /  be extended over if' so that this continues to hold?

For x € Rn - A, we use nearby points y of A to define /^(x). 

But as x moves, y may jump around. Playing with such points y and 

trial definitions took much time and energy (from which I learned a lot).
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Finally, half sensing a new point of view, I looked more at the 

points x. Define (x), using a single y, in a whole box about x. 

Then only a few boxes need be used in a given small region, and inter

polation between boxes is easily carried out.

.x'

In thinking about this now, I see my former lack of organizing all 

facets of the situation. For a given x, there were lots of points y 

and definitions f^(x;y), and varying x leaves things nice while vary

ing y has problems through the nature of the set A. Playing with this 

more I think would have brought me to a good definition sooner (see 

Whitney, [ll].

5. The Alexander duality theorem. This great paper [l] not only 

proved a very general type of theorem, but introduced lovely combinatorial 

methods which included applications helping in some point set problems.

It relates the connectivity properties of a complex C, imbedded in an 

n-sphere s”, with the connectivity properties of S71 - C, defined by 

the use of polyhedral chains.

A sample of the methods is that if a (polyhedral) cycle Lr bounds 

and also then - tf*1 is itself a cycle, bounding

some /Vr+2.



A crucial lemma is that if C 1 is an i-cell imbedded in s”, then 

any cycle Lr in Sn - C 1 bounds there. The point set difficulties 

seem great. For instance, in S 3 , C 1 may be a crinkly arc travelling 

around in a long and complex manner, and L l may be a long polygonal 

closed curve in S 3 - C 1. How do we find M 2 in S 3 - C 1, bounded by 

L 1? (If C 1 were smooth, we could choose M 2 intersecting it, then 

sweep along C 1, pulling M 2 fl C 1 off the end.) There seems to be no 

evident approach.

Possibly Alexander played with some ideas as follows. Try for some 

M^+l, intersecting C 1 in a set not too large. Then look for

intersecting C1 in A ,, away from 4 1 perhaps. (No conclusions

are needed in pure exploration.) Here we have ; it bounds
yt+2. vi ̂2

If ; what does this do? We might use If to give other chains M,
K.

1?
bounded by L for instance.

Does some induction process help?

Might cutting C into little pieces help?

Playing with these ideas, and finally cutting C into two cells A
l

and 3 with a common cell C , we find a process which is the key to 

the lemma.

I
Suppose we can find in S'” - A and M^ in S^1 - B, both

bounded by Lr . Then both are in s” - C1'1, so is the

boundary of some N there. Let N contain all the (small) cells of N
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touching A; none of these touch B. Then M^ - dN is in 5” - C 1 and 

is bounded by Lr . The lemma follows by repeating this process, cutting 

up A and S.

I believe that examples of this sort can be used for considerable 

playing, thus gaining experience in such exploration and research.

6. Discovery of cohomology. We assume here an elementary under-
71

standing of the degree of a mapping of an n -cell a into an n-sphere 

assuming that the boundary dan of an is mapped into a point.

We are interested in the mappings of a complex K of dimension n 

into s”. First, we may pull the vertices of K  into a point P Q of 

S'”, then pull the 1-cells to P , and continue until the (n-1)- 

dimensional part K*' 1 is mapped into P Q . Call such a mapping normal.

If / 1 is normal, then f l has a degree dj. (a”) = d^ over each 

a” of K. Setting

X • a" = d ., X - La.an. = Za.d.,
t ^ x v  t %

defines a linear function of rc-chains; call it the n-cochain X defined

by / r

What happens if f l is deformed into another normal mapping / 2?

We continue with quite elementary ideas.

We see easily that the deformation may be carried out, leaving I^~2 

at P Q. Now each a”-1 is carried over some integral number of

times; this set of numbers gives an (n-1)-cochain 7, with 7 = c^.

If 3a” = = 1 or -1 or 0), then the effect of the

above deformation of is to decrease the degree of a” by t ^c^; 

hence

df 2 {al) - = h eikak = 7 - 3ai •

Since 7 • dA is linear in A, we have an n-cochain, which we call 

67, the coboundary of 7. Now if X^ and X 2 are defined by and
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f 2 respectively we have SY 'A = Y 'dA, and

X • an. - X • a” = 6Y • o”, X - X  = 5 7 .
2 t 1 t Z- 2 1

Thus a deformation of f  leaves the cohomology class X invariant. 

Continuing, we see that the homotopy classes of mappings are in one-one 

correspondence with the n-dimensional cohomology classes of K. (Since 

dim K = n, all n-cochains are n-cocycles.)

Historical note. In 1932 H. Hopf [5] classified these homotopy 

classes in terms of cycles and cycles mod m  in K; the theorem and proof 

were somewhat complicated. The present proof (not quite in the above 

simple form) was given by the writer in 1937 [12]; it was an early direct 

application of cohomology theory.

The first International Conference in Topology, in Moscow in September 

1935, was a noteworthy event in the history of topology. In particular, 

J.W. Alexander and A. Kolmogoroff [8] (independently) presented papers on 

the cohomology ring of a space. (The products used were given in a better 

form later; see Alexander [2], Cech [3], and Whitney [13]). D. van Danzig 

and E. Cech [3] also had a portion of these results. The writer presented 

the above application of cohomology to mappings at this same conference.

H. Hopf presented work of E. Stiefel on tangent spaces of manifolds; the 

writer also presented work largely overlapping that of Stiefel, and again 

using cohomology theory as a simplifying factor.

7. Birth of the cohomology of groups. This took place in a famous 

paper of H. Hopf, 1942, [6]. See [7], p. 19, for how Hopf was led to 

this work.

Here we start from one simple idea, and see how the principal con

struction arises naturally.

Let T be a torus, defined by identifying opposite sides of a 

rectangle. Then the perimeter is given by a path p = aBa *8 1, which 

can be shrunk to a point over the torus (rectangle). Now a and 6 

generate the fundamental group G of T , and the relation p = 1 in 

G forces the existence of a 2-cycle (path of the deformation).
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More generally, let K be a simplicial complex, and let K 1 be its 

1-dimensional part. The fundamental groups G and G ' of K and of 

K l can be generated by paths from a fixed vertex P Q of K, going along 

simplexes of K l and back to P . If one path X can be pulled into 

another, X f, keeping the ends fixed at P Q, the paths are "homotopic", 

and we write X ~  X'. The null path XQ (staying at P Q) defines the 

identity element 1 of 5 and of G '. Now X ~  XQ if it can be shrunk 

in K to P Q; these paths X which lie in X 1 generate the subgroup 

R of K l, which is the group of "relations" for G. Now G is the 

factor group G'/R.

If the path X defines the element r € R, shrinking X to P Q 

must sweep X over a 2-dimensional part of K (if v f 1). Thus the 

existence of R  requires the existence of some 2-dimensional subsets of 

K. The basis of Hopf's paper was finding relations between G ', R and 

such subsets.

The paths defining G', R and G can be required to be simplicial. 

Can we simplify the geometric nature of the sweeping process? To examine 

its structure, we can give a path X as the continuous image of a circle 

C 0, with the point Q q € going into P Q . For 0 < t < 1, let C 

be a smaller circle tangent to at Qq , these circles sweeping over

the interior of C 0 as t goes from 0 to 1. Then shrinking X to P Q 

is equivalent to mapping the disk D bounded by C Q into K. If f  is 

this mapping, each / \C^ shows an intermediate position in the sweeping 

process.

We can clearly replace D by a square (which we call D ) , with Q q 

at one corner. Then if we cut D into small enough triangles, we may 

deform this mapping f\D into a simplicial mapping; that is, each 

simplex x of D is mapped linearly onto a simplex a of K  (of the 

same or smaller dimension). We can now restrict ourselves to paths and 

shrinking processes of this nature.

Take any such path X defining r € R and corresponding mapping 

f\D, with f\dD defining X (dD is the boundary of D ) . Then each
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oriented 2-dimensional simplex 

of times positively and a\'

a*
v

of K is covered some number

11
times negatively; the algebraic number of

We may show this set of numbers (a.) in the
v

times is a . = a . - a .
^ v ^

,2 = Za .o1.', this is called a "2-chain" of K. Considering Dform A 1

the sum of its oriented simplexes, D - Zx^, one writes also f(D) 

(/(tv ) = 0 if the point set image of x^ is of dimension < 2.)

as

A 2 .

We now have the following situation, 

a corresponding f\D, and set A 2 = f[D) 

We say that X is a homotopy boundary of 

an f\D exists.

For any such X, we may find 

(in the combinatorial sense). 

A 2 (following Hopf) if such

A homotopy boundary may be a rather large and complex affair; can we

build it out of simpler ones? The simplest shrinking process uses a
2

single 2-simplex a^ of K. Choose a path from P Q to a vertex

V(i) of o^, and define the path

. 2 - 1  
X . = y.da .y - •
^ 't

We call X. an elementary homotopy boundary (HB) of a..
t- 2  1

X. to P. by first shrinking a. over itself to 7(i)

along

We may shrink 

and then pulling

to P.
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A question arises at once. Suppose we had chosen a different path
o

rom P Q to a^, givi 

compare? Clearly the path

2 *1 
Y . from P to o., giving X. = r.BS'y. ; how do X. and X.
3 0 t 3 3 3 1 - 3

6 = y -S y "1 
' 3 1

will enter in. Let us stretch X. to look more, in part, like X..
3 t

Start along X.; y  takes us to 7(i). We now stretch X., pulling 
3 3 _  ^

it down to P Q and back, thus adding the piece yZ shrinkable to

V(i) . Moving along 3', we now pull again to P. and back. Thus X.
3

is homotopic to a new path, as shown. (We write sh for shrinkable.)

sh sh

„ -l „ -1 „-l -1 
X . ~  Y"6r* Y-6 6y> Y-S Y-

3 3 ^ *  I 3

6 X. 6"1
v

Now we have also

x.xT1 = s x . f i 'V l 1 ,
3 t ^

where X^ defines £ R and 6 defines g € G ' . Now i«

the oonmutatov of ^ and The subgroup defined by all such expres

sions (using any permutation of the four elements) is called
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[G' : P] » [P :<?']» the commutator group of these two groups.

“1 2
Note that A^ is a homotopy boundary of -o^. Also, if A 1 and

A2 are HB's of and A 2 respectively, then we may shrink A = A ^ 2

to P Q by shrinking both A1 and A2 to P , thus covering ^  + A ^  

It follows that there is a HB for any 2-chain whatsoever.

Can A be a HB for two chains and A 2? If so, we have two

mappings f l and f2 of D, coinciding on dD. This gives a mapping 

of two copies of D with coinciding boundaries, i.e. of a 2-sphere S2 . 

Conversely, by deforming a mapping f  so a small piece of D is mapped 

into P Q and altering f  in this piece, we may alter A by any such 

"spherical cycle" /'(S2). Thus if Cz and S2 are the sets of all 

chains and all spherical cycles, we obtain a homomorphism 4> of P onto 

the group C2/S2 .

What is the kernel of this homomorphism? It is the subgroup P Q of 

elements of R  mapping onto spherical cycles; equivalently, of those r* 

which correspond to HB's of the chain 0. We wish to characterize P Q .

Take any r* € P Q; let A define r*. Then if ..., t are

the 2-simplexes of D, each of K  is covered the same number of

times positively as negatively by the Hence we may pair off the

into t i{j xzi , ... (i - 1, 2, ...)» e»ch /CT ,^) - °2 *

for some k.

It will 

shown in the

help to cut D into small squares and then triangles as 

diagram. Can we make each /(t^) part of an elementary HB?
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Set D , = t, ... x. for each k. Then if v Q follows dD till we 
k l k _ l 8

reach Tg , and p g = Yg^TgYg » we see that dD is homotopic to »83£V  

More generally,

dDk ~  °kbDk-1* pk a HB for Tk

(illustrated for k - 6), and hence (with homotopies in the 1-dimensional 

part of £>)

dD ~  p p ... p.p.. 
m m-i 2 1

It follows also that (with homotopies in X 1)

X = /(£>) ~  /(pm )/(pm _ i) ... /(p2)/(Pl).

For each mapping into a 1-simplex or a vertex, /(p^) can be

shrunk to in X 1 and hence defines 1 € G r. Dropping these terms

shows that r* is defined by a sequence formed from

f(Tn )» f(T2 15 ' f(r2 2 ^

in some order.

Looking first at the first two terms, we have say

A ~  |J.1<f(T11)|X2/(T 12)H3.

We would like to permute f(.rn ) and we use their commutator,

giving

* ~  M.1C/(t11)n2/- 1 (T11)|a2 1]n2/(x11)/(T12)n3

= ^xjix2x j v 3,

with X* defining an element of [<?' :J?]. We have seen that this is true 

of X** also. Thus the new expression for X is exactly like the old, 

but replacing two terms by elements as described. Continuing shows that 

X itself defines r* € [G' :f?].
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Conversely, take any r* € [(7' : P ] . It is defined by 

with each x[ of the form X ^ ^ u X ^ V - 1 (or a permutation of this), and 

with X^ defining r\ € R. Expressing X . as f(.dD) as usual, we may

shrink X. to P., defining a 2-chain .4., and shrink xT 1 by revers-v o’ 6 t, 3
ing orientations, thus defining -A There remains » shrinkable

in K l. Therefore each term X. and hence X itself is a HB for 0, 

and r* € P Q .

We have shown that the kernel of <j> is [£' :i?]; therefore <t> 

defines an isomorphism $ of R/\_G’ : i?] onto C2/S2 .

We are most interested in the case of pairs (X,4) (X a HB of 4) 

where A is a cycle, i.e. 34 = 0 algebraically. That means that X 

traverses each 1-simplex of K  an equal of times in each direction. Say 

the path of X is ••• • Let Y^ join P Q to Then, with

homotopies in K l,

A ~  [(Po^ Y ^ I C Y j C V ^ y ^ I C Y j C I W Y j 1]

Now each term such as y l has a mate As *n a

proof above, we bring these together by inserting a commutator, which 

defines an element of [<?' :<?']; now, being inverses, the two terms 

cancel. Thus X is homotopic in K l to a sequence of elements of com

mutators, defining an element of [<?' :<?'].

Since any such commutator is defined by a path which covers each 

1-simplex algebraically zero times, the above A is a cycle if and only 

if the corresponding X defines an element of [<?' :<?']• Thus our final 

statement is: If Z2 is the group of 2-cycles of K  (which is the 

second homology group of K if dim(.K) = 2 ) ,  then there is a natural 

isomorphism

$ : (f? n [<?' :ff'])/[<?' :/?] -  Z2/S2 .

This is the basic finding of Hopf's paper. Hopf gives the corresponding 

algebraic construction and relations to the cohomology ring of K  also.

For the great influence this paper had on later work, see MacLane [9].
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